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Trustmark1
A Culture of Caring
Trustmark is a national employee benefits provider with
specialized expertise in voluntary benefits, self-funded health
benefit administration, and on-site and virtual wellness and fitness
management.

Listening Leads to Understanding.
Understanding Builds Trust.

At Trustmark, we listen first, then work with clients to help them keep
their promise to employees. In fact, we’ve been helping companies
do just that for more than 100 years.

Benefits that Make Employees Feel Cared for and Valued
 e help employers provide smarter benefits that attract and retain
W
employees, improve productivity and lower costs. We help people
achieve greater physical, mental and financial wellbeing. And we
do it all while offering organizations of all sizes access to flexible,
comprehensive benefit options usually reserved for large employers.
And it’s backed by a unique level of personal service – knowledgeable
Trustmark associates who not only provide answers but also offer
empathy and guidance when it’s needed most.

Creating and Supporting Healthy Communities
 e also create communities of health for companies, universities and
W
municipalities. Whether through easy-to-access virtual programming
or engaging on-site environments, we bring people together in a
supportive setting that promotes greater overall wellbeing. We help
our clients build and execute fitness, recreation and wellness strategies
customized to the organization and personalized for the participant.

A Leader in:
Voluntary Benefits
Self-funded
Health Plan Design
& Administration
Virtual & Online
Fitness & Wellness
Programming

And, at Trustmark, we extend our resources and expertise beyond our
clients to the community. For us, doing good is part of our DNA. In 2020,
to help mitigate the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic we increased
giving through the Trustmark Foundation by 20 percent.
We go beyond to help people, businesses and communities thrive.

Trustmark is the brand name used to refer to certain subsidiaries and operating divisions of Trustmark Mutual Holding
Company that provide insurance and other products and services. For a complete list of these subsidiaries and
operating divisions, please visit our website at trustmarkbenefits.com. All products may not be available in all states.
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Letter from
our CEO
Kevin Slawin
President &
Chief Executive Officer

Advancing through Adversity
Last year was unlike any other in recent history due
to the pandemic and ensuing economic uncertainty.
Our hearts go out to all those directly impacted by
COVID-19. It has been a trying time, and in response
we took steps to provide additional support to our
customers and our communities.
While uncertainty remains regarding the length and
impact of the pandemic, what is not uncertain is
the financial strength of Trustmark. We have stayed
the course, pausing only to transition in mid-March
to a largely remote work environment. Our primary
goals throughout 2020 were to adapt quickly,
support our customers and protect the long-term
financial foundation of Trustmark.

Unprecedented Response to
Unprecedented Times
In February 2020, when the World Health
Organization (WHO) declared COVID-19 a
global public emergency, Trustmark activated its
pandemic response plan with daily assessments of
the situation and contingency planning. On March
11, as the WHO declared COVID-19 a pandemic,
Trustmark initiated its work-from-home plan. This
involved transitioning and equipping hundreds
of workers in offices across the U.S. to work from
home. In a period of a little over three weeks, we
completed the transition, ahead of state stayat-home orders, ultimately shifting 97 percent
of associates out of offices and to the safety
of their homes, where they continue providing
uninterrupted customer support and service.
At the same time, many of our customers
were experiencing similar disruptions. We
proactively reached out to offer assistance
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and accommodations, in many cases beyond
requirements outlined in later COVID-19 legislation.
For our voluntary benefits policyholders, we
provided temporary grace period extensions, an
easy policy reinstatement option and an additional,
one-time $250 Jump-Start benefit for policyholders
who couldn’t work due to contracting COVID-19
and qualified for disability benefits. For our small
business customers, we provided additional grace
periods, extended open enrollments and facilitated
mid-year plan adjustments to lower costs.
It was also our goal to be a source of credible
guidance during a chaotic time. When information
about the virus was scarce and sometimes
contradictory, and when employers needed help
deciphering the nuances of COVID-19-related
legislation, our customers turned to us – and
we responded. In addition to health, safety and
legislative guidance, we offered free webinars on
topics ranging from home-office ergonomics to
strategies to reduce stress and support employee
mental health.
We also demonstrated our value of caring.
Especially early in the pandemic, people were
anxious and, understandably, had questions. This
was a time for us to exhibit the empathy and
personal, caring service for which Trustmark is
known. One particular customer quote stands
out for me. In a note, a Trustmark Health Benefits
member wrote of one of our customer service
representatives: “I almost got teary-eyed telling my

Our primary goals
throughout 2020
were to adapt
quickly, support
our customers and
protect the long-term
financial foundation of
Trustmark.

husband how kind she was. It was as if she was a
friend. That’s what talking to her on the phone felt
like.” Our business is about people and promises.
And this, I am gratified to say, was only one of many
such notes we received throughout 2020.
Which brings me to our outstanding Trustmark
associates. They responded admirably to the
challenges posed by the pandemic, showing
flexibility, adaptability and resiliency. In a time of
need they helped our customers, our communities
and each other. In fact Trustmark was named a
Chicago Tribune Top Workplace for 2020 in the
midst of the Pandemic. Trustmark associates
reported feeling that Trustmark operates by
strong values and that they are part of something
meaningful. For our partners and customers, that
means working with people who are committed
to being responsive, who pride themselves on
finding solutions, and who care about delivering a
great experience. As another customer said, “Our
account manager was fantastic. She made my
experience so easy and was beyond helpful.”

Consolidated Summary: 2020
Financial Results2
Operating earnings remained strong in 2020,
despite the economic impact of the pandemic.
COVID-19-related factors affecting our results
included the high unemployment rate, virtual
instead of in-person benefit enrollments and
onsite fitness center closures due to clients shifting
to remote work environments. We responded
by actively managing expenses, reprioritizing
business investments to focus on customer-facing
projects, and providing virtual enrollment resources
and fitness services, where possible. With those
actions, earnings increased in three of four core
businesses – Voluntary Benefits, Health Benefits and
HealthFitness – and decreased in Small Business
Benefits. Pretax earnings increased approximately
93 percent to $51.1 million in 2020 compared
to $26.5 million in 2019. After taxes and realized
investment losses (including a goodwill impairment
charge of $38.2 million related to HealthFitness),
net income decreased to $28.8 million in 2020 from
$35.9 million in 2019.

The greatest impact of the pandemic was on
operating revenue, which fell by $18.9 million, from
$803.6 million in 2019 to $784.7 million in 2020. The
decrease was largely confined to HealthFitness,
where on-site fitness centers we manage closed
due to the pandemic. While our teams quickly
pivoted to offer virtual fitness options, full-year
revenue in HealthFitness fell by $25.0 million.
Despite the pandemic, capital and surplus
increased to a new record of $831.5 million, as of
December 31, 2020, up $12.9 million from $818.6
million in 2019. On March 11, 2021, independent
rating agency A.M. Best affirmed Trustmark’s A(Excellent) financial strength rating and stable
outlook, noting “Trustmark’s balance sheet strength,
which A.M. Best categorizes as very strong.”3

Enhancing the Customer Experience
Rather than maintain an entirely defensive
posture in 2020, we continued to advance
strategic initiatives, particularly those focused
on enhancing the customer experience. We
launched a number of digital self-service
solutions, including an online policy owner portal
in Trustmark Voluntary Benefits, where customers
can securely manage personal information, view
their policy details, and file and track claims
electronically.
In Trustmark Health Benefits, we instituted a
more comprehensive and innovative 24-hour
nurse line to offer members an improved, holistic
telehealth solution. In both Health Benefits and

All financials represent the consolidation of full-year Statutory Accounting (SAP) results for Trustmark’s insurance companies and Generally Accepted Accounting (GAAP) results for
Trustmark’s non-insurance companies for the calendar year ending December 31. 2020.
3
A.M. Best Financial Strength Ratings and Outlook apply to Trustmark Insurance Company, Trustmark Life Insurance Company and Trustmark Life Insurance Company of New York.
2
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Small Business Benefits, we also introduced
enhancements to our reference-based pricing
product, which helps manage healthcare costs
by basing reimbursement rates for medical
procedures on an established benchmark, such
as Medicare. Our new plan designs provide better
support services for members to help increase
convenience and further reduce out-of-pocket
costs. In addition, for our small-group clients,
we made two telemedicine product changes:
our plan designs now cover Teladoc® visits at no
member copay and allow telemedicine visits from
a member’s own provider as a covered charge.
While we initially instituted these enhancements
in response to the pandemic, they have now been
made permanent.

Rather than maintain
a defensive posture,
we continued to
advance strategic
initiatives, particularly
those focused on
enhancing the customer
experience.
In HealthFitness, we entered into an agreement
with leading wellness technology platform
provider Vitality Group, LLC. This partnership
enables us to offer a comprehensive wellbeing
solution that combines behavioral incentives
and clinical insights with the personal, human
connections established by our staff. As we
look to a future where more client employees
work remotely, we’re developing a virtual
wellbeing solution that mirrors and enhances
our onsite experience. That is, it will extend our
capabilities while still enabling us to differentiate
via our expertise in building relationships and
communities that motivate participants.
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Highlights by Business Unit
Trustmark Voluntary Benefits
Trustmark Voluntary Benefits generated revenue of
$364.1 million in 2020. Although up slightly from record
revenue of $363.3 million in 2019, our results were
less than anticipated due to the environment that
developed. At the start of the pandemic, companies
delayed or cancelled planned enrollments or reenrollments. When they did hold benefit enrollments,
many later in 2020, they were changed from inperson meetings to online or call center enrollments.
We provided guidance and expertise to help our
clients make these virtual enrollments as engaging
and effective as possible.
We successfully advanced a number of strategic
initiatives and laid the groundwork in 2020 to begin
offering a suite of group products alongside our
traditional worksite products. Our worksite products,
which are individually underwritten, allow employees
to get the coverage levels and options that fit their
life stage and financial need. That suite is led by our
flagship, exclusive, Universal Life with Long-Term Care
product, but also includes hospital indemnity, critical
illness, accident, and disability products. At the same
time, many employers are looking for simpler group
voluntary products that fit seamlessly alongside any
major medical plan and on any benefit administration
system. Our work in 2020 was focused on developing
products that still feature the innovation and flexibility
Trustmark is known for, but with simpler, more easily
modified coverage levels and attributes. We expect
to have our first three group products – hospital
indemnity, critical illness and accident – available for
effective dates starting in the middle of this year.

Trustmark Health Benefits
Revenue in Trustmark Health Benefits has held
relatively steady through the pandemic, finishing
2020 at $153.0 million versus $154.1 million the
prior year.
In many ways, Health Benefits was prepared to
support our clients through the disruption caused
by the COVID-19 pandemic. We have long been
a proponent of telehealth through our relationship
with market leading virtual healthcare company
Teladoc®. According to Healthcare Finance News,
the number of Americans who had tried telehealth

at least once increased by 57 percent in 2020.4 This
makes sense, of course, given the added level of
safety of a virtual rather than in-person physician
visit during a pandemic. In addition to being
convenient and safe, telehealth saves patients and
their employers money by providing lower-cost,
efficient healthcare services.
In addition, we enhanced our 24/7 nurse line
service in 2020. This enabled us to offer our clients
and their employees a more comprehensive and
innovative approach, one that increases utilization
and value, as well as supports a more holistic
telehealth solution.
Mental health also came to the fore in 2020.
According to the Centers for Disease Control,
symptoms of anxiety and depression “increased
considerably in the United States during April-June
2020, compared to the same period in 2019,” with
more than 40 percent of adults reporting struggles
with mental health or substance abuse.5 To help
our clients craft a comprehensive benefit strategy
that both directly addresses mental health and
acknowledges the critical role mental health plays
in overall wellbeing, we introduced Support Solution,
an integrated behavioral health program. Support
Solution offers a wide range of services to assist
employees and their family members, including
easy to navigate expert content, tools, and
confidential, 24/7 access to clinicians.
Our digital solutions bring together consumerfriendly telemedicine, integrated behavioral
health, cost and quality transparency tools, and
regular, targeted communication outreach to give
members the resources and timely guidance to get
the cost-effective care they need.

Trustmark Small Business Benefits
Revenue in 2020 was $181.6 million, up $7.5 million
from $174.1 million in 2019, driven by very strong
sales early in the year.
As in Trustmark Voluntary Benefits and Trustmark
Health Benefits, we responded to the pandemic
by helping plan sponsors make and administer
necessary plan changes. Additionally, we provided

timely updates on COVID-19-related legislation,
including the Paycheck Protection Program, to the
brokers we work with and our clients.
In July, 2020, we launched an enhancement to
our reference-based pricing product, Trustmark
Healthy ChoicesSM. Trustmark Healthy Choices
combines freedom of provider choice with cost
savings by basing provider reimbursement rates
for most services on a multiple of the Medicare
reimbursement rate and/or provider costs.6 Our
enhanced product provides greater support to help
members find cost-effective providers and keep
out-of-pocket costs to a minimum.
We understand the pandemic has been especially
hard on small businesses, and our goal is to give
our small business customers the attention and
access to benefits options usually reserved for
larger companies. We know we’re delivering
when we receive comments like this from clients:
“I appreciate you reaching out directly. . . It’s very
easy as a ‘small fish in a big pond’ to feel ignored by
larger corporations. It means a lot when someone
reaches out for a follow up to a small company
such as ours.”

HealthFitness
Revenue in HealthFitness fell by $25.0 million to
$80.5 million in 2020, down from $105.5 million in
2019. The decline was caused by the temporary
closure of client onsite fitness centers due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
If there’s a business that exemplifies the
adaptability and customer focus of Trustmark in
2020, it’s HealthFitness. When the onsite corporate,
municipal and university fitness centers we manage
closed as a results of the pandemic, our associates
quickly pivoted to offering virtual solutions. During
2020, we provided more than 120,000 unique fitness
and wellness activities across 250 client sites. We
had nearly 170,000 people participate in virtual
wellness seminars and reached more than 1.4
million virtual fitness class participants.
Even through the pandemic, our people helped
our clients maintain the personal connection and

Lagasse, Jeff: Telehealth is expected to drive $29 billion in healthcare services in 2020; Healthcare Finance News, Sept. 16, 2020.
CDC.gov; Mental Health, Substance Use, and Suicidal Ideation During the COVID-19 Pandemic -- United States, June 24-30, 2020; August 14, 2020.
6 
Except in the instance of organ transplants, where benefits are available when performed at a designated transplant facility, and specialty drugs, where benefits are available when
provided by the designated specialty pharmacy, as outlined in the plan document.
4
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“I appreciate you reaching out directly . . . It’s very easy as a ‘small
fish in a big pond’ to feel ignored by larger corporations.
It means a lot when someone reaches out for a follow up to a
small company such as ours.” - Trustmark client
sense of community and engagement that drives
improved fitness and healthy habits. As one fitness
center member said, “I took a class and this has
been the most connected I’ve felt to my company
all week.”
We also developed a solution to support
organizations in safely bringing employees back
to work. Our services include a daily health check
app, internal contact tracing and an onsite returnto-work coordinator to help ensure safety protocols
are in place and followed.
In addition, as noted above, we forged an
agreement with Vitality, whose wellness technology
platform enables us to combine incentives and
clinical insights with the sense of community – and
motivation – provided by our people. This gives us a
broad, comprehensive wellbeing offering, ranging
from fitness and recreation services that get and
keep people moving, to wellness programming that
addresses the whole person, to injury prevention
and treatment that focus on sustaining a healthy
work environment.
Whether virtual or in person, our goal is to
personalize our wellbeing offerings, both to the
individual and to the culture of the organization.

Elections to the Trustmark Board of
Directors
Trustmark board members re-elected at the
Annual Policyholders’ Meeting in March 2020
were: David McDonough, retired President and
CEO, Trustmark Mutual Holding Company, and a
director since 2004; and David Weick, Trustmark
Chairman and retired Chief Information Officer and
Senior Vice President, Shared Services, McDonald’s
Corporation, and a board member since 1999.
Current directors who were reelected on March 4,
2021 include: Peter Drake, Ph.D., retired Managing
Director, Mayflower Partners, and a Trustmark
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director since 1997; Steven English, Senior Vice
President and Chief Financial Officer, State Auto
Group, and a board member since 2019; and
Carlos Minetti, President of Consumer Banking,
Discover Financial Services, and a Trustmark
director since 2017.
In addition, Deb Boyda, Chief Executive Officer of
digital experience agency Isobar US, was elected
to a one-year term on February 3, 2021. Ms.
Boyda brings to our board 30 years of experience
in consumer products, professional services, and
digital innovation and e-commerce.

Culture of Caring: Trustmark in
Our Communities
In closing, I want to note our commitment to
strengthening our communities. That includes
corporate and associate giving facilitated by the
Trustmark Foundation. The health implications
of COVID-19 are compounded by the economic
damage and financial stress affecting millions
of Americans. In addition, many philanthropic
organizations were drastically limited in their ability
to raise funds due to the pandemic. In response, we
stepped up both our corporate giving and, through
the energy and creativity of our associates, our
volunteer efforts.
First, we increased giving through the foundation
by more than 20 percent in 2020. Foundation
grants support not only organizations in our
home state of Illinois, but we also, through the
Employee Choice Giving Program, contribute to
organizations nominated by our associates across
the country. Second, even though the vast majority
of associates were working from home, we still
held our annual campaign to support the United
Way of Lake County, Illinois, hosting a number of
virtual events throughout the campaign week.
The usual bake sale went digital, with associates
cooking their favorite dishes, posting photos and
fellow associates voting for favorites. Associates

shot videos of themselves sharing their stories, the
reasons they contribute and the charitable causes
they passionately support. In the end, associate
pledges set a new record for giving.
The third, and newest addition to Trustmark’s
community commitment is Trustmark Cares®.
It’s a program that provides associates with
volunteer opportunities, including organized
events throughout the year. Each eligible
associate receives paid time off to volunteer. In
2020, the team (again virtually) hosted our first
Community Week, featuring safe, socially distanced
volunteer opportunities, ranging from community
beautification projects to remote to in-person
events such as blood drives and charity walks.
Associates cleaned up parks, gave to food pantries,
assembled wellness kits, and participated in
hundreds of other acts of kindness large and small.

We stepped up both
our corporate giving
and, through the
energy and creativity
of our associates, our
volunteer efforts.

In 2020, we also renewed our commitment to
advancing diversity and inclusion in the workplace.
We are committed to building on Trustmark’s
caring culture and reinforcing an environment
where everyone can achieve to their full potential.
As individuals and as a company, we care for
each other, our customers, and our communities.
Embracing diversity and inclusion is an extension of
our mission to help people increase wellbeing.
On behalf of all Trustmark associates, thank you
for allowing us to serve you in 2020, and we look
forward, together, to the opportunities and promise
of 2021.

Kevin R. Slawin
President & Chief Executive Officer
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A Culture of Caring:
Trustmark Associates and the Trustmark Foundation Build Stronger Communities
A Mutual Organization That Values Community
Trustmark was founded as a fraternal organization in 1913, enabling
railroad workers to aid their fellow employees who were injured on the
job. Employees helping employees. Neighbors helping neighbors.
Since that modest beginning, Trustmark has been uniquely connected
to the communities we serve. As a mutual organization, we take the
long view, serving our clients, not shareholders. And as a company
committed to the communities in which our associates and clients live
and work, we set aside a percentage of pretax earnings to support the
underserved in those local communities.

In 2020 Trustmark
associates pledged a
record amount to the
annual United Way
Campaign

And that commitment extends beyond the corporate level. Associates work as individuals and as teams to give back as
well through giving and volunteerism. Our belief is that we have a responsibility to help open the doors to opportunity and
improve the quality of life for all.

Trustmark Associate Giving
Trustmark encourages and supports associate giving
and volunteerism. First, through the annual United Way
campaign. In 2020, despite the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic, associates pledged a record amount to the
United Way, with overall pledges up from the previous
record amount in 2019. Second, associate Volunteer
Grants encourage individual social responsibility by
providing grants to qualified organizations to which
associates devote significant time.
Third, the company provides paid time off to all benefiteligible fulltime associates to be used to volunteer in the
community, and Trustmark teams and offices regularly
work together to support organizations ranging from local
food pantries to family crisis centers.

The Trustmark Foundation
achieved a high-water mark
in giving in 2020
In 2020, associates were undaunted by the challenges
presented by the pandemic to volunteering in person.
With support from Trustmark Cares, which seeks
out volunteer opportunities and sponsors giving and
volunteering events, associates contributed thousands
of hours and completed countless acts of kindness,
including assembling wellness kits for school children,
giving blood, donating cash and food and volunteering
time at animal shelters and food pantries.
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The Trustmark Foundation
The Trustmark Foundation was established in 1984 to
formalize and further enable Trustmark’s community
commitment. In 2020, the Foundation increased giving by
nearly 20 percent, achieving a new record. In response to
the COVID-19 pandemic, the Foundation quickly allocated
nearly $120,000 in early April 2020 to provide relief to
families in need. Grants went to local and national food
banks, the United Way of Lake County COVID-19 Special
Fund, and other organizations focused on helping people
with basic necessities such as utility payments and rent.
Other Foundation grants and programs in 2020 directly
supported community health, safety, education, and
urban and cultural enrichment.
A portion of Foundation funds is earmarked to support
local charitable organizations that have a meaningful
impact on the communities near the company’s larger
branch offices. Recipient organizations are selected by
the associates in those offices. In 2020, 50 charitable
organizations nationwide were selected by associates
in Trustmark’s regional offices to be the recipients of
$317,000 in Trustmark Foundation grants through this
Employees’ Choice Giving Program. In addition, the
Foundation funds a number of renewable undergraduate
scholarships each year to eligible children of Trustmark
associates in honor of retired CEO Ralph Eckert.

A Culture of Caring:
Trustmark Offices Use Volunteer Time for Local Charitable Organizations
T rustmark Donates Masks to Healthcare Workers at
Northwestern Memorial Hospital
Trustmark CEO Kevin Slawin donated isolation and N95 masks to Northwestern
Memorial Hospital in Chicago to aid healthcare workers during the COVID-19
pandemic. “Our healthcare workers are putting themselves at personal risk every
day to combat this terrible COVID-19 threat. Words cannot express our gratitude,”
said Slawin. “They are heroes and deserve all our support.”

Boardman and Baltimore Offices Make Local Impact
The Boardman office donated to Kool Boiz Foundation, which is dedicated to
providing educational, financial and emotional support for boys and young men of
color. The Baltimore office donated $2,000 to the City of Refuge Baltimore, which
seeks to lead individuals and families in crisis on a journey to self-sufficiency.

Health Benefits Dublin, OH office volunteered for NC4K
Chrissy Hopkins, Jennifer Bollinger, Ashley Pond, Jennifer Berens and Susan Paul
of the Dublin, OH office and Hopkins’ two children volunteered for NC4K, which
provides support for children fighting cancer.

Trustmark Attorneys Provide
Legal Assistance to Domestic
Violence Victims During Pandemic
While Americans are advised to stay “safe
at home” during the pandemic, there are
some people whose lives are not safer at
home: victims of domestic violence. Trustmark
attorneys stepped up to provide free legal
assistance to people seeking emergency orders
of protection through a virtual clinic.
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A Culture of Caring:
Trustmark Associates Find Creative Ways to Better Their Communities

Hope Chapa contributes to Willow House, which provides grief support to
families, in memory of her son, Noah. Hope’s family participates in the Annual Walk to
Remember and other events to raise funds.

Ginny Coulthard and her family have volunteered consistently

at the Northern Illinois Food Bank.

Kay Carley and her
daughters assembled
700 masks for Mask Up
Milwaukee.

Jennifer Cvelic and her daughters have
surprised neighbors by painting rocks throughout
their housing development.
Stephanie Smith makes running a
family affair. Smith directed a virtual road race

event that supports local non-profits and the Milton
Junior Woman’s Club Scholarship Fund.

Mark Demich drove voters to the polls

on Election Day, Nov. 3, 2020.

Rene Oropeza and her granddaughter

delivered groceries to a COVID-19 patient and made a
casserole for a friend battling cancer.

Terri Garza donated signs to healthcare
facilities and healthcare workers.
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Debbie Stanley joined
a Facebook group of
volunteers and is sewing
masks for nursing homes
and rehab facilities.

Trustmark Voluntary Benefits

Working with our partners, revenue totaled more than $364 million in 2020.
Trustmark Voluntary Benefits listens to what employers care about most and then delivers innovative insurance solutions
backed by exemplary service. With more than a century of building trusted relationships, Trustmark helps employers
reduce administrative burdens, simplify enrollment and effectively communicate key company messages to educate
and inform employees about health, wellness and other important business initiatives.
Trustmark offers its insurance products and services on a voluntary, individual and group basis at the worksite through
national and regional brokers and professional benefit communication firms.

Trustmark’s Innovative Solutions
As brokers and employers continue
to navigate ongoing changes in
healthcare and the overall benefits
landscape, Trustmark provides
cost-effective yet robust solutions
to attract and retain employees.
Trustmark’s voluntary solutions help
working consumers and their families
achieve peace of mind with coverage
designed to fit changing needs based
on life stage or financial priorities. This
includes coverage that offsets the
increasing financial risk and out-ofpocket costs associated with many
of today’s medical benefit plans.









One-of-a-kind Universal LifeEvents®,
a top-selling7 universal life product
in the U.S., tailored to the varying
protection needs employees face
throughout their lives, including
long-term care options.


You care. We listen.
7

Disability insurance “re-defined” with
Trustmark Paycheck Protect®, a
product that covers you so you can
live life the way you want to and know
we’re there for you when you can’t.
A critical illness product that offers
a lifetime of benefits, Trustmark
Critical HealthEvents® includes a
caregiver benefit, benefits for early
identification of illness, healthy
living benefit and more. Critical
HealthEvents is available on both a
group and individual basis.









To meet growing demand, in 2021
we’re launching a new line of group
products that are easy to administer
and cost-effective while still providing
the innovative coverage policyholders
and business partners have come to
expect from Trustmark.
A comprehensive, customer-focused
approach to product innovation has
resulted in unique products and a
continual push for new and better
financial protection. Delivering what
customers say they want and need
has driven the development of all
Trustmark products:

Trustmark Hospital StayPay® is a
fresh take on hospital insurance. It
balances the cost of a hospital stay
by blending superior protection
for employees with unmatched
flexibility for employers when
selecting a plan. Hospital StayPay
is available on both a group and
individual basis.



An enhanced accident benefit plan
that is uniquely designed to provide
protection wherever employees
need it most. Accident insurance
is available on both a group and
individual basis.

Providing Exemplary Service
Trustmark’s caring and listening
approach helps educate employees
along the way – all at no charge to the
employer. We provide the resources to
engage with employees one-on-one
to help make sure they understand
the value of their benefits while
also communicating any important

company initiatives. The end result:
higher levels of employee participation
and satisfaction with benefits, better
informed consumers, greater financial
security and customers who continue
to choose Trustmark year after year.
Research confirms an 18-percent
increase in employee satisfaction with
their employer when voluntary benefits
are offered.8 On top of that, we’ve also
developed new online tools that make
it easier than ever for policyholders to
manage their coverage and file claims.
Held as the standard in the industry,
Trustmark’s exceptional personal
service makes benefit administration
easy. We’ve taken our commitment
to service a step further with our new
Trustmark Simplink®, an embeddable
API that allows Trustmark products to
be offered on any system. Along with
our new group products, we’re making
it easier than ever for brokers and
employers to offer our products.

Your Trusted Partner
Our relationships with our clients are
based on listening. As a proven industry
leader in the voluntary benefits space,
the foundation of our success hinges on
understanding what our partners need
and earning their trust by providing the
solutions that match those needs.

“It’s very cliché in business to hear
about companies going
above and beyond, but I can truly
say with Trustmark that we’ve
seen that many times over.”
- Gil Murdock, Principal, DirectPath

2019 U.S. Worksite Sales Survey, LIMRA.
Trustmark research conducted with The Connell Group, 2015. * Trustmark Hospital StayPay®, Trustmark Paycheck Protect® and Trustmark Critical HealthEvents® are trademarks of Trustmark
Insurance Company. Insurance products underwritten by Trustmark Insurance Company and Trustmark Life Insurance Company of New York.
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Trustmark Health Benefits

*

In 2020, revenue totaled $153 million.

Every business is unique. So why should every self-funded employee health benefits plan be the same?
For more than four decades, Trustmark Health Benefits has crafted integrated, flexible and tailored health benefit plan
designs that seamlessly meet the specific needs of large and mid-sized self-funded employers, trusts, hospitals and
health systems, and insurance carriers – all without sacrificing the quality of member care.
We pride ourselves on being more than an administrator; we’re a total health benefits solution. Our goal is to reduce
cost and complexity while driving member engagement to create and empower informed, confident and healthy
healthcare consumers.
With ten locally managed service and support offices as well as additional regional sales teams located throughout the
country, we’re both national and local, allowing us to operate in ways larger carriers and smaller administrators can’t. We
have the resources and scale of Trustmark, a large and well-established national company, but with a nimble regional
structure for ultimate responsiveness to our individual client’s needs.
Integration and flexibility are at the heart of our business. Here are just some of the solutions and capabilities we bring to
our clients:

Claims and Benefit
Administration








Comprehensive employersponsored benefits administration
for medical, dental, vision, HSA/HRA,
flexible spending accounts, COBRA,
short-term disability, and retiree
benefits


Freedom of choice in healthcare
providers nationwide through tier-1
networks such as Aetna Signature
Administrators® (ASA) PPO Network,
Cigna® PPO Network and numerous
regional and local networks


Integration with pharmacy benefit
management, including specialty
pharmacy programs

Cost Management
& Risk Mitigation















Integration with preferred
stop-loss carriers





Out-of-network discounts and
fee negotiations





Reference-based pricing solutions



















Dependent eligibility audits
Subrogation, hospital bill audits,
waste/abuse and fraud detection
services




Prior-authorization services




Consumer-directed and other
flexible plan designs and
administration


Detailed reporting and insights
on plan performance and clinical
analytics









Consumer Engagement
& Care Navigation






Simplified billing and automated
funding to ease benefit
administration

Expect more. Benefit more.
Self-funded health plan administration provided by
Trustmark Health Benefits, Inc.
Cigna® is a registered trademark of Cigna Intellectual
Property, Inc.

*
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Online self-service tools and
electronic communication options,
including targeted messaging with
myTrustmarkBenefitsWire
URAC-accredited utilization
management


Maternal and neonatal
health program
Cancer management and
support program
Integrated personal health
management systems
Chronic condition management
programs
 ifestyle health and
L
wellness programs

Consumer Spending Tools
Simplicity, a unique financial
solution that makes managing
healthcare expenses easier for
employees









24/7 member advocacy solutions





Cost and quality transparency and
telemedicine solutions



PayActiv, a solution that helps
reduce financial stress and
increases member financial
self-reliance

“I really appreciated how much effort [my customer service
representative] put into helping me today to figure out a way to
have a test done in the most affordable way possible. I know that
often people only report negative experiences to companies, so I
wanted to share my positive experience.”
- Trustmark Health Benefits Member

HealthFitness

*

HealthFitness generated revenue of nearly $81 million in 2020.
HealthFitness is a comprehensive wellbeing provider that
builds and manages fitness and recreation, wellness, and
injury prevention and treatment programs for companies
and organizations.
With 46 years of experience, programs are grounded in the
latest behavior change science and delivered with proven
engagement strategies that provide positive outcomes to
help organizations improve their wellbeing.
At the core of everything we do are our health professionals.
They are on-site interacting with participants daily creating
relationships and connections (on-site and online),
personalizing the offering, making it culturally-specific to the
organization.

Fitness and Recreation

Injury Prevention and Treatment
HealthFitness’ injury prevention and treatment programs
focus on prevention to address health issues before they
become more serious medical concerns. Our injury
prevention and treatment programs help create and
sustain a healthy work environment.
Programs include:


Work readiness
- Post-offer employment testing
- Functional capacity evaluations
- Work conditioning programs
- Work placement



We create environments that get (and keep) people
moving. Our fitness and recreation services bring together
the right people, plans and programs to make clients’
fitness centers a more valuable asset for their business,
college or community.

Early intervention
- Worksite ergonomics
- Shift stretching
- Line-side coaching
- Movement efficiency solutions

Services include:


Treatment



Fitness center design and management



Group fitness



Personal and small group training



Recreational sports and activities

Return-to-Work Solution



Virtual fitness

In response to the pandemic HealthFitness developed a
solution to support organizations in safely bringing their
employees back to work.

Wellness Programming
We offer a holistic approach, addressing the whole person
– integrating programs and services to help people care
for their health.

- Physical therapy
- Occupational therapy

Programs include:


Daily Health Check (App)



Coaching

Internal Contact Tracing





Screenings

Wellbeing on Demand





Immunizations

On-site Return-to-Work Coordinator




Education



Challenges



Engagement platform (Vitality®)

Driven by the passion of our people.
*

“From physical to mental
health to overall wellbeing,
you inspire us, so we can
inspire others.”
- Fitness center member

Services provided by Health Fitness Corporation.
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Trustmark Small Business Benefits

*

In 2020, revenue totaled more than $181 million.

We deliver big benefits to smaller businesses. That’s been our only mission for more than three decades. Employers enjoy
seamless integration of level-funded health plan administration, stop-loss insurance and claim payments. Self-funded health
plan administration is provided by Star Marketing and Administration, Inc., and stop-loss insurance is provided by Trustmark Life
Insurance Company.
Employers nationwide choose from extensive plan designs to create a self-funded health plan that best meets their unique
needs. Our level-funded solutions provide set monthly payments for employers looking for greater budget control and peace
of mind. If there’s a surplus in the group’s prefunded account at the end of the agreement, there is an opportunity for the
employer to receive a refund.
Our innovative, customizable products help brokers provide a broad range of health benefit solutions to their clients. Additionally,
our unparalleled personal service takes care of their clients, and their clients’ employees and families, every step of the way.

Key Products and Services:
A broad portfolio of self-funded plan designs, including
comprehensive medical, preventive-only and dental
coverage.

 

Industry-leading reference-based pricing plan designs help
control plan costs while enabling employers to offer more
freedom of provider choice.

 

Cost-saving resources like a healthcare quality and cost
comparison tool, second opinion service, telemedicine,
health advocacy service, health improvement program
with online tools and resources, maternity wellness
program, oncology management program and
educational information.

 

A complete package by pairing a health benefit plan with
a health reimbursement arrangement (HRA) or health
savings account (HSA), and adding ancillary products.

Plan designs with a PPO network enable access through
Aetna Signature Administrators® (ASA) PPO Network,
Cigna® PPO Network, PHCS and other regional networks.

 

Seamless integration of stop-loss insurance from Trustmark
Life Insurance Company provides employers protection
against large covered claims.

 

 

 

Simplified, niche underwriting to make self-funding easier
for employers outside the traditional small-group space.

 

Convenient, secure, paperless health plan enrollment
online and via telephone.

 

Exceptional service to ensure satisfaction, with outreach
to new employers to ensure they understand their health
plan benefits, and use of enhanced analytics to improve
support across the customer experience.

 

We were highly rated by brokers for
ease of doing business and their
likelihood to recommend us.9

Employer online tools to simplify plan administration,
including a tailored administration kit, utilization reports
to better manage healthcare costs and secure online bill
payment.
 mployee health and wellness education, a tailored online
E
resource kit and healthcare management tools to help
covered employees make informed decisions.

 

Secure online access to important documents, benefits
and claim information.

 

“The people I work with are outstanding!
They help make my job easier and
they follow through with requested
assistance!”
- Employee Benefits Broker

Big benefits for small businesses.
2020 Broker Survey administered by Stonegate Advisors, LLC.
Cigna® is a registered trademark of Cigna Intellectual Property, Inc.

9
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Results from Operations
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On a consolidated basis, reported
pretax earnings totaled $51.1 million
on operating revenue of $784.7
million. This represents a year-overyear increase in earnings of $24.6
million and a decrease in revenue of
$18.9 million.
Including net investment income, total
revenue was $853.0 million, down
$21.8 million from $874.8 million in
2019. Revenue remained largely flat
in Trustmark Voluntary Benefits and
Trustmark Health Benefits, but fell
by $25.0 million in HealthFitness, as
clients temporarily closed on-site
fitness centers due to the COVID-19
pandemic. This decline more than
offset revenue growth of $7.5
million in Trustmark Small Business
Benefits, driven by strong sales in the
beginning of the year.
Operating earnings improved in
three of four core businesses –
Voluntary Benefits, Health Benefits
and HealthFitness – and decreased
in Small Business Benefits. Reported
pretax earnings of $51.1 million
increased by $24.6 million over
$26.5 million reported in 2019. After
taxes and realized investment losses
(including a goodwill impairment
charge of $38.2 million related to
HealthFitness), net income decreased
by $7.1 million in 2020, from $35.9
million in 2019 to $28.8 million.

I Consolidated Income Statement

2019

2020

229,266,753

233,270,180

61,436,252

54,027,001

Revenue
Premiums
Life and Annuity
Disability

214,905,226

224,427,061

196,020,467

194,933,053

101,995,599

78,045,880

803,624,297

784,703,175

71,195,715

68,338,880

874,820,012

853,042,055

290,131,808

317,908,202

86,337,819

83,166,295

469,323,926

399,140,911

2,490,667

1,767,574

848,284,220

801,982,982

Net Gain from Operations before Federal Income Taxes (FIT)

26,535,792

51,059,073

FIT (benefit)

21,295,552

9,422,659

Health
Administrative Services
Other
Total Operating Revenue
Net Investment Income
Total Revenue

Expenses
Policy Reserve and Incurred Claim Increases
Agent Commissions
Operating and Other Expenses
Interest Expense
Total Expenses

Net Gain from Operations before Realized Investment Gains/Losses

5,240,240

41,636,414

Realized Investment Gains (losses)

33,705,756

(10,019,874)

Change in Benefit Plan Liabilities

(3,075,685)

(2,779,837)

Net Income

35,870,311

28,836,703

All financials represent the consolidation of full-year Statutory Accounting (SAP) results for Trustmark’s insurance companies and Generally Accepted Accounting (GAAP) results for Trustmark’s
non-insurance companies for the calendar year ending December 31, 2020.
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Consolidated Balance Sheet
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I Consolidated Balance Sheet

2019

2020

Bonds

1,641,634,317

1,781,379,121

Equities

184,912,605

153,710,035

Mortgage Loans

115,828,608

141,586,628

Real Estate

20,606,805

19,780,215

Assets

21,275,235

21,509,839

220,229,276

257,783,405

1,560

129,485

2,204,488,406

2,375,878,728

8,572,354

8,094,848

78,004,744

39,828,156

Investment Income Due and Accrued

13,139,267

13,725,307

Premium Due and Deferred, Net

11,470,616

11,438,534

40,243,982

30,078,877

Policy Loans
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Investment Receivables
Total Invested Assets
Electronic Data Processing Equipment
Intangible Assets

Reinsurance and Other Receivables

9,919,386

17,694,963

2,365,838,755

2,496,739,413

Life

893,153,378

968,961,063

Health

337,672,808

334,202,741

19,584,150

29,532,086

351,776

422,595

Federal Income Taxes
Total Assets

Liabilities
Policy, Premium, and Claim Reserves

Dividend Accumulations & Premium Deposit Funds
Reinsurance Payable

109,435,527

110,239,843

Amounts Retained by Company as Trustee

63,619,955

78,753,917

Remittances and Items Not Allocated

16,358,942

20,024,700

Commissions, Taxes, and Other Accrued Expenses

Interest Maintenance Reserve
Debt
Other Liabilities
Total Liabilities

27,247,407

38,865,217

79,760,006

83,833,133

32,952

373,018

1,547,216,901

1,665,208,313

As of December 31, 2020, the
company’s consolidated assets
totaled $2.5 billion, and consolidated
capital and surplus was $831.5 million,
an increase of $12.9 million over 2019.
With debt of $83.8 million and
debt plus equity of $915.3 million,
Trustmark maintains a conservative
debt-to-capital ratio of 9.2 percent.

Investment
Portfolio
Analysis
Trustmark’s portfolio had a
total return for the year ended
December 31, 2020 of 7.6 percent.
Total return was impacted by
increased liquidity, low doubledigit returns in equity and high
single-digit returns in fixed income
investments.
At year-end, approximately 83
percent of Trustmark’s $2.3 billion
investment portfolio was in fixed
income securities. Trustmark’s
well-diversified portfolio should
help to protect the company’s
assets in an environment of
increased market volatility and
geopolitical uncertainty.
Taxable 46.2%
Bonds

21.7%
Real Estate
Equity

Surplus

2.8%

Asset Valuation Reserve

48,864,453

48,105,795

Unassigned Surplus

769,757,401

783,425,305

818,621,854

831,531,100

2,365,838,755

2,496,739,413

Total Surplus

Sector
Allocation

MBS/ABS

7.4%
Commercial
Mtg.

3.8% Tax-exempt

0.7%
Preferred
Stock

7.2%
Common
Stock

Bonds

10.2%

Cash &
Equivalents

94.3%

Total Liabilities and Surplus

Investment
Grade
5.7%
Below
Investment
Grade

11

Represents Trustmark Insurance, Trustmark Life Insurance, Trustmark Life Insurance of New York, and Trustmark Group.
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Bond Quality
Distribution

The Trustmark Leadership Team

Kevin R. Slawin
President and Chief Executive Officer

Phil Goss
Executive Vice President
Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer

Steve Auburn
Senior Vice President
General Counsel and Corporate Secretary

Bradley Bodell
Senior Vice President
Chief Information Officer

Dan Busiel
Senior Vice President
Chief Investment Officer

Nancy Eckrich
Senior Vice President
President, Health Benefits

Steve Horvath
Senior Vice President
Small Business Benefits

Paul Lotharius
Senior Vice President
Corporate Development
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John Anderson
Executive Vice President
Insurance Businesses

Sean McManamy
Senior Vice President
President, HealthFitness

Christopher Paquette
Senior Vice President
Chief Digital and Strategy Officer

Kristin Zelkowitz
Senior Vice President
Chief Human Resources Officer
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Trustmark Board of Directors

Deb Boyda
Retired Chief Executive Officer

Peter F. Drake
Retired Managing Director

Isobar US

Mayflower Partners

Steven E. English
Senior Vice President
Chief Financial Officer

Judy Greffin
Retired Executive Vice President
and Chief Investment Officer

David M. McDonough
Retired Chief Executive Officer

State Auto Group

The Allstate Insurance Company

Carlos Minetti
President, Consumer Banking

Kevin R. Slawin
President and Chief Executive Officer

Discover Financial Services

Trustmark

David D. Weick, Chairman
Retired Chief Information Officer
Senior Vice President, Shared Services
McDonald’s Corporation

Trustmark

Lynn Shapiro Snyder
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Epstein, Becker & Green, P. C.
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We help people, businesses
and communities thrive.
Expect more. Expect beyond.

Trustmark® is a registered trademark
of Trustmark Insurance Company
©2021 Trustmark Mutual Holding Company
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